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Easy to understand and simple to apply, The Five Lessons a Millionaire Taught Me for Women is

essential for any woman today   When Richard Paul Evans was twelve years old, his father fell and

broke both of his legs. With no income and no insurance, the Evans family was destitute. At this

time a multimillionaire taught young Evans the five secrets to wealth. Evans used those five secrets

not only to change his life but that of thousands of others when he wrote The Five Lessons a

Millionaire Taught Me About Life and Wealth. An international bestseller, this essential work

interweaves those influential lessons with personal stories from everyday people. Evans explains

that money should not be the preoccupation of our lives, but instead our focus should be on the

principles that free us to concentrate on God, family, and relationships -- life's true riches.  Now

Evans has taken years of personal research and coaching to create the perfect money guide for

women who want a better life. With his classic, motivational voice, Evans offers lessons that are

easy to understand and simple to follow. Powerful, proven, and life changing, The Five Lessons a

Millionaire Taught Me for Women may be one of the most important works you will ever listen to.

--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Richard Paul Evans is the #1 bestselling author of The Christmas Box. His novels have each

appeared on the New York Times bestseller list; there are more than thirteen million copies of his

books in print. His books have been translated into more than twenty-two languages and several

have been international bestsellers. He is the winner of the 1998 American Mothers Book Award,



two first place Storytelling World Awards for his childrenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s books, the 2005 Romantic Times

Best WomenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Novel of the Year Award, and two Wilbur Awards for Fiction (Book). Evans

received the Washington Times Humanitarian of the Century Award and the Volunteers of America

National Empathy Award for his work helping abused children. Evans lives in Salt Lake City, Utah,

with his wife, Keri, and their five children.

I love this book and even bought it for a friend. I will be buying this book throughout the years for

family members who may struggle with saving money. We are already saving extra because of this

book. The author donates all the proceeds from the book to charities, which is doubly good. To

quote from his book, "In helping others, we shall help ourselves, for whatever good we give out

completes the circle and comes back to us." Very wise!The book is very easy ready with logical

concepts - nothing drastic or out there. Read the book and follow the precepts. You will be glad you

did.

I am giving these books to my granddaughters as they graduate high school. If they abide by the

principles taught therein, it will change theirs lives. I'm hoping they don't just take the dollar bills I

tuck in the pages and fail to see the value of the written word. There is a like version for men that

I've given to a grandson graduate.

This book is such and easy read. I am amazed at how easy it was to make a few minor changes in

my spending habits. To now see that I am paying down my debts. Soon I will be on my way to

having a savings. This is amazing since I am a single on mom. I support my family by working a 10

month secretary salary. I see putting part of that into a savings account. Which I never thought I

would ever see a possibility of starting to save toward a rainy day or my future. This book is

amazing. You really should read it.

Great book with valuable information. Read it cover to cover in one sitting in just a couple of hours.

Have already shared it with several friends. Everyone should read this book. Having this knowledge

would help people stay out of debt and create wealth. Most people have heard the saying its not

how much you make, but how much you keep that determines wealth, this book shows you why this

is so true.

Here's common sense put into a concise and doable action plan. I'm nearing retirement and



appreciate info that will help to wrap up a few loose ends. I appreciate the pat on the back I felt

while reading the book because of the steps I've taken that are in line with the counsel in the book.I

just ordered 4 copies of the "pink" version for my daughter and new daughter-in-laws as well as 4

copies of the "regular" version for my husband and 3 adult sons.Here's to a secure and happy future

for all of my family...and every reader that is open to the ideas and follows through with the plan!

It is a good companion for The Five Lessons a Millionaire Taught Me. My wife appreciated it and felt

like it addressed some of her concerns more directly. She said that for a money book it got to the

point and didn't beat around the bush while still giving good information and examples.

I became interested in personal finance at the beginning of the summer. I stopped by the library and

grabbed several books off the shelf. In a day I had finished the 5 lessons a millionaire taught me. I

reread it slowly and took notes, and then purchased my own copy. Soon after I bought the for

women version and I was not disappointed. I'm only 17 so I found these books help set me up for a

successful meaningful life.

I LOVE/Recommend THIS BOOK to EVERYONE. Richard Paul Evans has become one of my

favorite authors and this book is fantastic!
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